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When considering the dynamicaI properties',ofa moie~le in contact with an external medium
whose degrees of freedom are at equilibrium, one caD adopf either of rwo approaches to the
problem. The equations ofmotion which govern ihecoupledmolecule~medium
sys~~m caD be solved
(or approximately solved)~ after which the initial values of the medium's'coordinates
are averaged
over (with an equilibrium distribution function as weighting factor) to .obtain the desired property of
the molecule. In the second'approach, which is the,subject of the,present work, .the eff~cts of the
medium on themoleculepf in~er.estare incorpoFated into, ~ time-dependent effective potenti~w~ich,
contains the equilibrium average molecule-medium interactioó' as wen as terms arisingfrom fluctua'tions in the medium's coordinates
about tl1eii"equilibrlii'in
vaIues. By introducing such an' effective
potentiaI via the cumulant expansion technique, the problem of studying dynamical properties of the
molecule is reduced to the study of a molecule which is in the presenceof a time varying external
~

field which no longer depends explicitly uPO!l'the, 'coordinates ot' the medium. in..additio'n to "
developing the basic method for,treating suchproblems,

applicationsof

the,method,.to

interesting

problemsarebri~~Yd~SCUssed:"
";P;d~~:,,§~""<"
/:/:."
':;+
""'c,c!"
Deux methodes s~presentent pour traiter
proprletes dynamiques d'une ~olecJle eu"Cóntact
avec un milieu externe dont ,les degres de liberte $Ont en: equ~ibre. ,Les equatiQ!lS c:lynamiquesqui
gouvernent le systeme c~l,lple molecule"m,ilieu peuvent etreresolues
(ou approximativement
resolues)! et eris.tfiteJes moyennes des vaIeurs iIritiaIes descoordonnees du milieu sont calcui~~s .avec
une fonction de distribution i:t'equilibre comniefacteur pónderantpour obtenir la própriete recherchee de la molecule. Dans la seconde methode, qui constitile le sujet du travail present,'les effet~du'
milieu sur la molecule soni incorpores dans un poten~iel effectif dependant'du temps,qui contient
l'interaction moyenrie d'equilibre molecule-milieu ainsique des termes provenant de fluctuations
dans les coordonnees 'du milieu autóur de leurs valeurs d'equilibre. En introduisant un tel pOtentiel
effectif par lede~eloppement en cumulants on redtlit le problemedesproprietel'd.yi1amlques
,de la
molecule a l'etude d'une molecule dans un champ externe variableavec le teinps, ~ais'fl~i 'ne depend ,
plus explicitement <fes coordonnees du milieu. On discute aussi brievement des applicaiions"a des
problemes physiques interessants.
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Um die dynamischen Eigenschaften eines Molekiils in Kontakt mit eiIler iiusseren Umgebung zu
beschreiben, deren Freiheitsgrade in Gleichgewicht sina, kónnen wir unter zwei Venahren wiihlen.
Die Bewegungsgleichungen fUr dasgekoppelte
Systeni'M:olekUl-Urhgebung ko,nnen'geii>st (o'aer
approxiInativ gelóst) werden, und dann werden dieDurc!tsthnitte
der Anfangswerte der Koordinaten der Umgebung mifeiner Gleichgewichtsverteilungsfunktion
ais Gewichtsfaktor berechnet,
um die gewiinschte Eigenschaft des Molekiils zu finden. In dem in dieser Arbeit studierten'zweiten
Venahren werden dieEffekt~ der Umgel;mng aut dliS,'Molekiil in ein zeitabhiirigiges,EffektivpotentiaI eingegliedert, das sowohl die Mittelwechs'elwiikungzwischen
Molekiil~nd Umgebung in
Gleichgewicht enthiilt aIs auchGlieder, die"von FluktuatiÓnen in"deri'Koordinaten der Umgebung
um ihre Gleiehgewichtswerte herriil1ren. Durch die'Eiriiiihrung einessolchen effektiven Potentials
t~ """~'"
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via Kumulantentwicklungen, wird das Problem der dynamischen Eigenschaften eines Molekiils
reduziert zum Studium eines Molekiils in einem zeitabhangigen ausseren Feld, das aber nicht mehr
explizit von den Koordinaten der Umgebung abhangt, Weiter werden Anwendu(lgen dieser
~ethode aut interessiulte physikalische Probleme kurz diskutiert,"
, ,

1. Introduction
In describing t~e physical and chemical behavior of isolated molecules, it is
usually adequate to treat the coupling ofthese molecules to an external influence
(e.g., electromagnetic fields) via perturbation theory of same loworder. For
sifuations in which the time evolution of the external perturbation is either
sudden or periodic, there is ahighly developed technology which caD be brought
tobear.*However, when the degrees of freedom of the external influence which
govern the time dependence of its interaction with the molecuIes of interestare
in thermal equilibrium (e.g., in solvent effects), the situatioribecomes 'more

complicated.

,

c';:.:'""If one is interesied in the properties' ofthe,combined,
molecule-external
medium systemt it is necessary to treat both components on equaI footing. On
, tli'e' other ha~d, if" oneirprimarily
i~ter~sted.in probing 'a propertYO(the
moleculewhich maintaiIlsits integrity to a large.extent inthe presenceofthe
'externaI medium (e.g., eIectronie or vibrationalspectra of molecules in solution
OJ:eIectronic spectra ofmolecules adsor6ed on a surface, butnot charge-transfer
, ol' rotational spectra in condensed media),it is possible to make considerable
progress towardeliminating
tram e'xplicit consideration the dynamics of the
medium. To alarge extent themethods discussed here haye aIready been used
forspecific applications in the literature., The emphasis of the pr~sent~~rk is in
providing geheral formulation of such problems in a language which stimulates
others toexplore the use of these techniques. It is the purpose of ibis paper to
demonstrate how one caDincorporate the effects of the medium, ineluding those
depending on its time variation, in, a physically elear ami theoretically sound
manner. The potential fieldprovided to the moIecular system by the medium is
charaCterized, in the deveIo~nient presented here, by its equiliprium average
and fluctuations aróund this average. Approximations to theeffects of the
,medium caD then be marle by ignoring fluctuations in the medium's coordinates
beyond same (presumably law) order. The validity of such an approach rests
upon the assumptions that the external medium is at equilibrium so that its
coordinates do not deviaie far from their equilibrium values and that themolecuIe-medium interaction potential is a smoothIy varying function of the
medium's coordinate displacements. Clearly, the method developed here is only
applicable to situations in which the external medium is at equilibrium.
"I":I-fowever, the molecule lIpder study may be in a nonequilibriumstate,
so that,

a

* Almost any textbook on quantum mechanics has a treatment of law-order time-dependent
perturbation theory. See Ref. [1].
t Same examples of molecule-medium combinations are as follows: solute-solvent, adsorbed
molecule-surface, molecular exciton-phonon modes, colliding atom-surface, impurity molecuJesolid:
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for example, solvent effects on molecular fl~.§re.s<:.e9~~,iit'
molecules tram a metal surface (at equil!brhim) ca~'be~;:~'\~E-J

approach.
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The techniques presented here for focusing on the property" oftne'm4
"
;oh"
of interest while excluding tram explicit consideration the degrees of freel
the medium are alternatives to projection -operator methods [2] whicha]
frequently in the literature. The projection operator techniques..achievex3.;;(
decomposition of the equation of motion for the system-mediUm den~itYf'8p~i'~;:
- ,,,,o",
tor toto twa coupled equations-one
for the molecule density operator and'
another for the medium density oper;ltor. However, they do not concern the]I1-Yi
,

''

,

selv~~ e.xplicitly with the fact that t~e ped~um'~ degre~s of free~"op ,!l'f.e,i~~;;
equlhbnum, hence they do not achleve a representatlOn of the molecule-, , ,
medium coupling in terms,of fluctuations of themedium's coordinates abouf '~'"",
,

their equilibrium values.

,.

,

In Sec. 2 ot this paper the Hamiltoni~n of the combined molecule-me!ijum
system is analyzed. Section 3 contains thci expressions which are central to the
present development, and Sec., 4provicles':soxhe. remarks;;h~ving,Jó.'dÓ with
specific applications of the techniques to twa se'l)arate' problems. In Sec:'4 the
con~luding remarks are given.
'..,

2. Molecule-Mediunl,H:miltonian

The coordinates ófthe molecule (ormoletules)Oeprimary
"iriteresf'are
collectively designated by r, whereas those of the~medium are represented byRó "
For example, in studying solventeffectsonthe'~lectroniC
spectrum of a solilte
molecule, r would contaiil the electronic/vibrational, °rotatfonal, and center.,.of.;.
mass ~oordinates of the
sohlte,
while R ccihtainS"'all,suCh
coordinates
for"the"N
"
' ",o'""o:,',;';i,i,.z;"
-,r.".+"i""""","':",o:KU'i.
;".,.,0:.;\.2; "",""'!!!:".L
solverit molecules; The totalHamdtoman-H
ot the molecule"medlUII1.~§ystemJs
written'

as follows
,,-'

,"

","
"H(r,

~,;.:;r',~~~}:To~:;':
~&E~?~.:~.,

'.' :~,:"+,,..:~~.~.~:,,~,~,.:::~J;

R)=:=~(~)+:r(a)+.f!q(r~R)

<%l"~'-

";,'~-.,

',;(1)

where h{rYcontains the kinetic and potential energy operators of the (isolated)
molecule. T(R) is the kihetic energy operator'o{Jhe,medium'and
V(r, Rj is"the
sum of the medibm's internal potentialenergy (U), 'and the'molecule:"medium
interaction potential (u)
.
,

V(r, R)=U(R)+u(r,R)

- ."'~.

It is naw assumed that the medium isatequilibrium
so that itscoordinates
are distributed'accor!iing to a distribution function p(R)=exp [~I3(T-.:rU)]Z:;l.
, The Hamiltonian H caD now be decomposed joto one part"'(T.+P) w.hich
describes the motion of the medium in the absence of themolecule, anotherpart
(h + ii) which describes the motion ot the molecule in theequiliprium averaged
field ot the medium, and ,>'a 'coIIlPonent2(8V)~Wb:icli>;?E6ntait;stithi\~ffects.of
"""""-.'.."",..,,,,
,,>,,'..'
,'c'
,
devilition of the medium away from equili~~,~!urii;:::"
H(r, R)=Ho(r,"R)a.8V'(r,R) "

,~,
..oc

: !-",.,'

"
(2)
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(3)

Ho(r, R)= h(r)-f:'T(R)+lT(R)+a(r)

and
,

8V(r,-R)=~,(ri
"
,"

"

Tbe equilibrium

,

R)-

a~eragedmolecule-~;diJm

u{r)

"' ,J..,

,

"

,,"""~,

(4)

u(r)js,

iIrt~~;ctf'npotential.,

by'
,','
a(r)~ Ji~:,~:~)d,~
(~~~'i~~'
if tbemedium's degrees of freedom 'are"tt'ated' classicallyarid
,

,."ut:)==~r~,.

~rr~R)l,.,

given

(5)

"

'

"

'(6)'

if tbey
are :treated"
quantum"mecb~rii~h~.
*:Th~'',"o,,""""""
maJ(:>n1}t~off."tbi~paper,is..
..'
','"""""""
~""""'F~W'"""",
concerned ,witb treating th~ effeCtsof,the' motion' of tbe mediuni' (tbrougb 8 V) on
if
tbe: l?ehavior ,'9(",;,~'.~~i:,P.?I~t~l€~"l .~ ~~~!~.~~~i
';d~ f il ,a ~d ",Py\;t~e;tf~,f
~ ,tbat tbe
'
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medium's;,degieesof
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freedQnf are" at eqtiilibnum:'~'*' ."#!"::';A\~~~;;.1~;(' ','"
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.'ii","""';"'~"""""",".r".i'<i;;,'\:E'.~:':;""'7""";:":!,>.';:i";,Y,:'/i"""~,'\'i"""";""""""',

.

p.bysl~and,?hc:mll,cftl propertlesfifi.a~system.canotle,n
b~ expressed ni
terms ohesponSeor correlatiol1functions'oI ibe tom;(for ifi"()verview, see Ref,

[3]l;;It,ft1iiff "':e;:::~<,;~';:fjz~-'
\;"!,<:'<J(t)BtO»kTt~k'Ttr
"C';"" ",'

",'
,

, 'h';;';;

:~:'f

,'L"

'"

,,'

jj~!"""21~J,~4:,[<:,i:;~"'"

[f(r "exp illt Aexp

'--il:it)B]}'i~Jf"."

(7)

., ,;iK4';;~,'i{.-.ii\"c,;.;!...t.:~~,:~ii;"""".,;i~f""/'~i:i!;;'

\ybere1(r)is~
tb~.,di~tribution
tiIIictiQl{describ!ng
""'fe
"'-~"""'l"
,""~~""",J,"',~"""<,,,,""<"'"

.

:tbe initial,(pedlap~_,nonequi1i~
"','
"'r"""""'.'"

brium) , distributioriof tbe,molec\de's<~oordi~a,tes[e,g" for ftuorescenc6'experiments, J(r) would, give tbe distributio'~'o~, tbe nlolecule'syibrational

states just

prim;to tbe emission], For example,tliloptic~l 'a:bsofpJionspectrlfnlQf'asystem
"

..

,
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'
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"

'

at equi1ibriunns-'relate~to-,.tbe: dipole cOI{eJ~tiaa~fWiction (~(t)r(O»withJ(r)
giy~n by tb~'equilibnum density,operatorpf the",m9Iec~le'~"degrc::esof freedom:
In princip"I~~,'(A.
(t) lH9» cQniaii1S;~~!~ilepJ9.fQ!II1atE?ri~,a~:()iii
tliC;;'entjre
""""""""""""""""""""",*""""""",...,-,,~",',d.','",,"
"",' "mo!~-

cule-medium,system. However,wberiiAaridB,'areoperiit'ói$' belonging to tb,e
molecule,jt.is possible to express (.4'(ij B(O»'inteiinsof
coQ"elation
~ "',,"",If)nodified
"""'"
..."
function (X(r) B(O» in whicb tbe dynamics oftbe'me(li~~1iave
been'averaged
over, and hence' elim,inated from explicit considera!ión';
'iri
defining
X (t).
"
, ,-"
'The fiest step in ~~hieving tbe, above~me~tione~le!iminati()n of tbe medium' s
coordinates is,to express the 'time evolutionoperato{exp
(-;:iHt) in terms of Ho
and 8v. The' following -identity, wbicb isqu1t-e'easy}o
verify, provides tbe

necessary equipment:
"ex;;;~~iHt)=exPT

,..,'

'

(-i l° exp (-iHoT)
t

.

*Thesymbol
tribution
?j"','

'2A~:"<
,C7hc~

function.
:i..,'

':.;:r
.~

~~'

'.'

)

8v'ex~'dii~~fd~ , ie:(-ij{iJ;;)':j"(8)'
,,

'

..

.'

,

,

Tra {pu(r, R)} is used to represent a trace over the medium's equilibrium dis"',

... "',

'

,

"',.',

'

,

,,'

'

,

"

"',

'

where th~subscript T indicates that tbt;ierms'inthe6xpansiqn'ofthe'*exponen..
tial are timeordered, Now, using the facts that Ho(r, R) consists of twa parts
h(r)+u(r) and T(R)+ U(R) which commute and that p(R), A, and B commute
with T + U, it is straightforward to show ihat (A(t) B (O) is given
(A (t) B (O)= Ttr {f(r) exp (i(h + u)t]
XTrR [p expr(i
Xexp[-i(h

5Y('1")
"',,
>"','

r

5V(T) d;)Aexpr(-i

dT)]

+U)t]B}

= exp (-:iHoT)5Vexp
'

f5\{(T)

\"

"",

"'

,,\:

>,

,,",'"

(iHoT)

'

"i,

't

'

5~(;) dT)A expr( -i L 5V(T) dT)]
it is c1ea;thaf':A:,is hmvonly a function hfthemolecule's
co()ri:linai~s~~'beCallSe
the medium' s ~dordinat~s Il have been averag~d over, and hen~e eliriii~~t~d':Th'.
definingA. Thu(A(t)!1(O)
hasbeen expressed as an average ov~rJhe:'m()le~'
~~ie:r ~~~;:;!1~
~~t~~;t~~ ti~~lj ~i(th~ :~d~ ~~e{~i~ ~it~i~ u~~]}~i:~~R~~~t~
modifi~dmolecal~ft()periltor A}Vhich contains the effects of ftuctpatioIiS' c
niedium\ab<?ut@:ay:erag~canfigura.g<?n';,,0;~,jJ0::~:;,;;'..,,,/, ,"',,:
",'

~f~n~rj; ~~!~~~~!~~ ~~~~\i~~():~: :lt:~~~ i:e~~:~ n: ~: ~~ ~a:~oo
i ~~
made;more ,explicit.iFjrst,itis
,convenient to ,combine thetwo exporientia:
":""\'~"

','"

',""

"

",

';'..

'opeiato!s.a'ppefu-ihgih Eq;"(ll) into'one expo~ential involvfnga'cbrilI'hlitatóiY
operator; To achieve this,'usej§maqepfthe
,

"",';,;:::"";,,

'":"'i"':i':""",'i;i\i':,\<'cJ,"ZP;,,

expT(iE)A

"i':->'

exPr(-iF)

F=

r

identity
""':,"';"

= {exPr (i [F,])A}

5V(T)dT

,

,

,
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with the cum~ant operators Kn defined by
t

i

'

K1

=i

K2

= i2 Jo dT1 Jo

(8V(T»

r'
'

i

r"t

t

Kn ==in

(15a)

dT

.

dT;;

(15b)

dT2 (8V(T1) 8V(T2»

r"

t

.. Jon-

dTn (8V(Tt)'

(15c)

.. 8V(Tn»

where the ( ) appearing in Eqs. (15) refers to an average over the coordinates
of the medium
'

.

(16)

(G)=TrR {p(R)G(R)}

The time dependence 0{8V(T) aS given inEq. (10) involves exp(iHoT) whicIi
contains twa commuting contributions exp [iCh+U)T] exp [i(T+V)T]. Because
the average over the medium degrees 'of freedom involve§a trac.e with
exp [-P(T+.U)] as a weigbting f.unction, it is straigbtforward.to show thafthe ,
twe dependence of (8V(T1)' ~. 8V(Tn» arising tram the exp [i(T,:+ U)T] factors
is dependent on the timein~ervals""l -T2, T2- 'T3,. . . " 'T"-1- 'Tn.For example, for'
'

K2,'

,

,

,>

,

"
,',.

(8V('T1) 8V('T2» =TrR {peR) exp [iCh+u)Td exp [i(T+'U)'Td
,

"

x8Vexp[-i(h+u)'T1]

x exp [-zeT + U)'Td exp [iCh+ U)'T2]exp [zeT + U)T2]
x 8Vexp [:"'i(h+ U)'T2]exp [-i(T + U)'T2]}
=TrR {p(R) exp [iCh+u)'Td exp [i(T+ U)('T1-'T2)}
x8V exp [:-i(h +U)('Tl-'T2)]
, x exp [-i(T+
,

'-

U)('T1-'T2)] 8Vexp [-iCh +U)'T2]}

The desired correlation function. bas thus been reduced to

(17)

.

(A (t) B (O» =Trr {ter) exp [iCh+U)t][ exp C~l Kn)A] exp [-i(h+ri)t]B}
,
O~
in whichthe average efJects of themedium are contained in U and the dyi1amicai
coupling between the medium and the molecule is contained in the cumulant
operators Kn:
Theoperators K" defined in Eqs. (15) depend on the time dependence of the
. molecule-medium' interaction 8V whiCh, in tum, depends upaD the temporal
evolution of the coordinates of the medium. Ii the medium's equilibrium stale is
not in the neighborhood of aphase trartsition or critical point, then the. higher.,
correlations involving coordinates of the medium caD be assumed to be less
.

DYNAMICS OP MOLECULES

,

559'

important (smaller .in inagnitude as time evolves) than the low-ordercorrelations. Under these conditions, it !Sreasonable to approximate the complete
sum of cumulant operations by a lew law-order operators. In this manner, the
calculation of {A (t) B (O» reduces [via Eq. (18)] to the evaluation of a moleculelevel correlation functi9n in which the, time dependence arises both..from t,~e
dynamics of the molecule in the presence oi the average potential of the medium
(through exp [iCh+ u)t]) and tram the dynamics of the medium" (t~rough
exp n::'=1 Kn(t)]). In the following section, twa examples ale given to illustrate
baw, under two distinctly different physical conditions, approximations or
models for describing the dynamics of the medium caD be introduced (via the
Kn) tó permit the successful evaluation of the desired molecule-Ievel correlation
function.
4. bo

,

Examples: Short- &ódLong- Time Behavior

If the short-time (with respect to the time scale for variations of the medium's
coordinates) behavior of {A (t) B (O» gives the dominant contribution to the
physical property-which is being investigated, then it is appropriate to introduce
short-time approximations to the cumulant operators. Such will, for example, be
the case when one is studying the optical absorption spectrum of a molecule
imbedded in a solution with which it bas a iather weak electronicinteraction. In
this case, the operators A and B ale the electric dipole operator r if the process
is an electric-dipole-allowed transition. The time variation of the medium's
coordinates; which ale the solvent's vibrational, orientational, and translational'
coordinates, occur on a time scaIe in the lange 10-11_10-13 sec. In contrast, the
electronic transition gives rise, through the exp [iCh+ u}r] terms, to contribu.tions to {A (t) B (O» which vary within the time lange of 10-14-10-16 sec: Therefoce, the absorption line shape l(w}, which is related to the correlation function

(ret).r(O» through a Fourier transform [3]
-'

,

1

l(w)

roo

= 217'Loo (r(t).

,

,

leO»~exp (iwt) dt
.'

,

,

'

(19)
,

will occur in the "electronic" frequency lange 1014-1016 sec-l and will have a
width which is to same extent determined by the molecule-solvent interaction.
Banerjee and I [5] have recently madeuse of such a short-time approximation to the cumulant operators to obtain an expression for the optical absorption
line shape l(w) for solvated anions. The final result, which is given in Eq. (67) of
Ref. [5], expresses l(w) in terms of an. electronic tia,nsition dipole matrix
element, relevantFranck-Condon
factors," electronic-vibrational
energy
differences, and various factors arising flam the anion-solvent interaction. The
fiest three components would, of course, be present even for a gas-phase anion.
The latter factors inc1ude theaverage anion-solvent interaction arising tram
Kl(t) as well as ftuctuations in this interaction arising tram K2(t), which give rise
to inhomogeneous broadening effects in l(w). Ina quillitative sense~ the shorttime expansions of K1(t) and K2(t), which ale defined in Eqs. (15), yield terms

560
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which are proportional to t and (2, respectively. These terms, when substituted
into the exponential operator of Eq. (18)and then Fourier transformed as in Eq.
(19) to give l(CI)), give rise to shifts (Kl) and broadening (K2) of theisolatedmolecule electronic-:-vibrationallines.'
.
Ii the long-time behavior of the correlation function (A (t) B (O) is of primary
interest for some physical process, then it is natural to investigate the long-time
behavior of the cumulant functions Kn(t) for use in Eq. (18). For example,
Grover and Silbey [6] have -\lsed such methods to study the migration rate of
excitons in molecular crystals. These authors wece interested in computing the
correlation function (A;(t)Am(t)
whose diagonal elements give the micr()scopic
exciton density on the molecule at positio,n n (in their one-dimensionalcrystal).
Here A;(t) and Am(t) are the excitoncreation
and annihilation operators,
respectively. By treating the(dressed)
exciton-phonon interaction as the
perturbation8V
which appears in the cumulantoperators
and truncating the
cumulant expansion at K2(t), Grover and Silbey wece able to arrive at an
equation of motion {Eq; (34) of Ret [6]} governing the tlme evolution of their
(A;{t)

Am(t).,

l

"',

"

,

.

.,

'

'.

Solution to this equation in the lów"-temperature limit~ for which the ftuctuations in .molecular geometries are smalI, tbus making K2(t) negligible compared
to Kl(t), gave rise tocoherent excitori migration.In obtaining the solutionin this
case,use wasmade of the fact that, for the type of exciton-phonon interaction
potential employed, the cuIDulant operator Kl (t)is linear in time for alI O::; t::;
00. In the high-tempera.ture case, where K2» Ki, Grover and Silbeyhad to
introduce a lohg-time approximation for K2(t) in order to achieve a useful
representation of theit solution: It was found that the desired exciton density
could be expressed in termsof K2(t)
Y(T) dT. By introducirig two'possible
(and reasonable) models (or the behavior,of the molecular vibrational motion
(phonon dispersion)which govems the time dependence of K2(T), it was shOWIi
that Y(T) appro,aches a eonstant (asymptotic) value for times whichare long with
respect to molecular vibrational times but short with respect to exciton lifetimes.
This observation then perniitted Grover and Silbey to approximate S~ Y(T) dT by
t SefY(T)dT. With this result, they wece then able to demonstrate that the
excitons undergo diffusional motion in this high-temperature case.
As was pointed 'out above, ther,e already exists in the literature examples of
the use of models for the long- or short-time behavior of the cumulant operators
which describe the 'molecule-medium interaction. OUTprimary purpose in writing this paper bas been to calI attention to the potential utility of the approach
described hele and employed by Banerjee and Simons [5] and Grover and Silbey
[6]. Whenever the dynamical system under investigation consists of a molecule
- (or a similar smalI subsystem) anq a medium,,)Vith a large numbe; of inte,rnal
degrees of freedom wbich are at thermal equilibrium, one can adopt either~f
two approaches to the problem. One can attempt to solve dynamical equations
of motion which govern bóth the molecule and medium coordinates explicitly,
after which one averages over an equilibrium initial distribution of the medium's
degrees of freedom in computing the desired (molecule) correlation function.
.'
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Suchan

approach clearly beeomes prohibitively expensive, and' perhapseven

foolish,as the numbers of degrees of freedom of the medium become large.

-

The seeond approaeh to sueh problems, which is the method' of attaek
recommended in this pap er, is to attempt to compute, either in an ab initio
mariner orby'introducing.models,
the cumulant operators Kn(t). K1(t) eontains
simply the interaetion of the moleeule wito a medium whieh is fnits equilibrium
averaged geometry. To make a model for K2(t), one must introduee a model for
how the medium's ftuetuations away tram the equilibrium averaged geometi-y
evolve in time. Sueh a model does not, of eourse, require, that explieit expressions for the positions and momenta of all of the medium's degrees of freedom
be given. It only requires that one deseribe how the .time evolution offtuetuations in the'medium's eoordinates give rise to timedependenee of the moleeulemedium interaetion potential VeT).
'

As another eoncrete example of an applieation of these twa altemative
approaehes to moleeule-medium dynamics, one caDeonsider th~ seattering of a
-

moleeule tram the surfaee of a solid whieh is the m~dium. It is, in principie,
possible to solve classical, semiclassieal, or quantum seattering equations for the
eomposite system. However, peeause,the surfaee, and the underlying hulk solid,
eontain a large number(~20)
of atoms, it is probably impossible to earry out
this lask wito presently available eomputational faeilities. However, it is probably not impraetical to solve forthe seattering of the moleeule in thepresence of
an effeetive potential eonsisting of twa parts, one of whieh describes the moleeule's interaetion wito a static surfaee (Ki) and the second of which gives the
modulation of this average interaetion (K2) caused by the motion of thesurfaee
moleeules. As Adelman and Doll (7] have snowo in, their novel wark on ,.
generalized Langevin dynamics of gag-solid interactions, it is possible to include
in arather simple model o~ the surfacedynamics [K2(t)] the effects of dissipiltive
proeesses in whien energy ,is fransfer,red tram the m~leeule to thesurface's
vibrational,degrees'of freedom.!he ability to aeeurately model sueh processes is
clearly essential tó the suceess of therilethod.
.'

.

4. Concluding Remarks
It bas been snowo in general that the ealeulation of eorrelation funetions
(A (t)B(O) involving operators which depend only on the moleeule's eoordinates
caD be aeeomplished in a eomputationally traetable and physieally useful manner.
by employing the Kubo cumulant expansion teehnique [4]. The method is
restrieted to situations in whieh the medium's degrees of freedom ale in thermal
equilibrium. The diseussion of See. 3 was intended to provide examples of
approximations to the time evolution of the eumulant operators whieh have
reeently been used in the,literature. The goal of this wark is, of eourse, to
stimulate interest in the methodology put forto hece. In treating - eomplex
dynamical systems involving maDYinteraeting partic1es, it is essential that tools
be developed which permit the evaluation of the moleeular eorrelation. funetions
diseussed above. It Is hoped that the approaeh to this important problem

SIMONS

outlined here.will prove to be useful to scientists working in a wide range of
research areas. It has.certainly be en instrument al in OUTowo research projects
having to do with the migration [8] and optical spectroscopy J 5] of excess
electrorls in molecular solutlons.
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